Malcolm Arnold - Fantasy for Oboe, Op.90

These programme notes are based on an article first published in “MAESTRO: The Journal of the Malcolm Arnold
Society” in October 2017 which was then revised and published in The Double Reed, Vol. 40, nº 4 of the International
Double Reed Society in 2017 and in the Double Reed News 119 of the British Double Reed Society in 2018.
This single digital track was recorded in Seville, Spain 2017.

My first personal experience with Malcolm Arnold's music for
oboe as a solo voice was learning his Sonatina for oboe and
piano, Op.28 (1951) at school and then his Concerto for oboe
and strings, Op.39 (1952) when I was an oboe student at the
Royal Academy of Music in London. Later on I became
acquainted with and eventually recorded his Oboe Quartet,
Op.61 (1957) in 2015. These three pieces are all dedicated to his
friend, the celebrated and virtuosic oboist, Léon Goossens and
are melodic and lyrical in style with flowing cantabile phrases
but also with contrasting sections of greater intimacy and
timidity, “calling for high musicianship rather than for spectacular
technical prowess” (1). They are fun to play and relatively
straightforward to prepare for performance, although demanding
in the sense of the need to find different tonal colours and variety in articulation to create the
different characters in the music.
I came across his Fantasy for Oboe, Op.90 (1966) in 2015, when, with a growing interest in
Malcolm Arnold’s music, I was writing the programme notes for the recording of his Oboe Quartet
(Cuarteto Emispherio, Quartets for Oboe and Strings, Oboe Classics CD CC2030).Taken aback
that I did not know this work, I quickly and happily offered to play the short piece for a small,
informal get-together at the house of Malcolm Arnold´s daughter, Katherine Arnold, in London at
Christmas time, just after the CD had been launched. I felt the Fantasy would be perfect for the
event and it made an excellent choice to accompany the Oboe Quartet. When I first played
through the piece at home I was surprised how technically difficult the work is and realised that
this superb short recital piece requires more technical preparation than one might expect, if
compared to his earlier works written for the oboe. Of course, and rightly so, the piece is
technically challenging because it was commissioned by the City of Birmingham Orchestra and
written especially along with four other Wind Fantasies (for flute, clarinet, bassoon and french
horn) for the Birmingham International Wind Competition which took place in May 1966 and
was won jointly by two young wind players; Maurice Bourgue in the oboe category and James
Galway in the flute class.
It seems that the Birmingham International Wind Competition caused quite a stir as it was such a
major event, with many participants and a very high standard, as described by Beresford
King-Smith in 1995:
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“….the Birmingham International Wind Competition, during which over a hundred young and
outstandingly gifted players of those five instruments came together in Birmingham Town Hall,
between 17 and 25 May, 1966, to take part in one of the most exciting and stimulating exercises
ever promoted by the CBSO. The jury, chaired by Sir Adrian Boult, with John Manduell as his
deputy, was of exceptional quality and included Nadia Boulanger, William Glock, John Cruft and a
string of eminent British wind players such as Leon Goossens and Archie Camden (2). The prizes
offered were generous, and the take-up of candidates gratifying in its number, geographical
spread and quality. Each instrumental class included names that are now well known
internationally in the profession. For the opening stage of the Competition, Malcolm Arnold was
commissioned to write five unaccompanied Fantasies – one for each instrument and all extremely
challenging. ….The order of play had been predetermined by ballot and, in the oboe section, the
first name to come out of the hat had been that of the young Frenchman Maurice Bourgue, who
played Arnold’s piece note-perfect, with exquisite tone and from memory. The impact on the other
competitors was dramatic, and from then on it became a thrilling contest. In Stage II each
competitor was given the chance to play a concerto with a section of the CBSO before the best
five in each class were selected to go forward to the finals, with Bourgue finally sharing First Prize
with a young Irish flautist called James Galway. At the Prizewinners’ Concert on 25 May, broadcast
live, the CBSO seemed to play as never before, inspired by the atmosphere of the occasion (and
perhaps ‘showing off’ a little to their international visitors). Major competitions of this sort were far
rarer in the 1960s than they are today and it seems a pity that the experiment was never repeated”
(3).
The Wind Fantasies, written in 1966, were the first of twelve Fantasies he was to compose for solo
instruments (4). They were written between his 5th (1961) and 6th (1968) Symphonies and were
published during the same year as his “Four Cornish Dances” for orchestra. During this time he
had started a new, different phase in his life with his second wife, Isobel Gray, whom he had
married in 1963 and with whom he moved to Cornwall in 1965, the same year their son, Edward
was born.
His daughter from his first marriage, Katherine Arnold commented on his time in Cornwall:
“… I think he would have loved writing them (Wind Fantasies), and they would have been a part of
his new life in Cornwall, his study in the eaves of the lovely, simple, rural home he made there with
Isobel… I think he would have been full of memories of the LPO (5), Leon and other brilliant
players he knew so well then…Those wind players were his bedrock I think” (6) .
Obviously Léon Goossens had made a great impact on her father (7) and although the Fantasy for
Oboe was not specifically dedicated to him and would have been composed quite quickly (8), it is
very likely that Arnold would have had Léon Goossens in mind as he wrote the piece.
Hugo Cole notes that “the sort of brilliant and showy passages” in the Wind Fantasies “find no
place in the Sonatinas of earlier years. No need, however, to assume that Arnold´s views of
instrumental characters had changed; it was the occasion that shaped the music” (9).
The more or less four-minute-long Fantasy for Oboe is a brilliant piece for the high level student
or professional oboist for showing off her or his prowess: Fast running legato passages, beautiful
melodic and cheeky phrases, wide staccato leaps, long sustained notes and good breath control.
The Fantasy is in cyclic form and made up of seven sections, opening and finishing with the same
Allegretto theme in 2/4 time. This first section begins in D minor (rather hesitantly I feel) with a
jokey melody which soon evolves and opens up, singing freely and dreamily, evoking a sweet,
dolce sound from the performer. There is a mixture of clean, staccato jumping intervals in
semiquavers and legato melodic lines which become more extended each time, conveying a
dance-like dialogue between the two characters. My natural instinct is to play this Allegretto
section slower than Arnold´s suggested tempo, as subsequently the contrast with the following
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Vivace character is more exaggerated and it is then possible to play around even more with the
fantasy aspect of the piece. The character of the Vivace is bold and much more confident, with a
clown-like feeling. Marked forte, the section starts with rapid scales running up and down at a
sudden faster speed and includes big interval jumps in quavers which now require a much fuller,
tenuto sound. The first eight bars of the opening Allegretto theme return and serve as a bridge to
the new central Andante con moto.
Marked expressivo, the Andante con moto uses previously heard material, but it is now a
moment of relief and relaxation for the listener, although pensive and tainted with a little sadness,
due to the chromaticism and presence of B minor. This peaceful section is suddenly interrupted
by an aggressive explosion of accents and high leaps between two bottom and top registered
voices, gradually accelerating and falling with a chromatic scale into the Presto.
The gigue-like Presto, based on material already heard before, is fast and refreshing, offering a
more positive mood. The sudden ff leaps from before, based on B natural /C flat and B flat, return
again to interrupt the atmosphere of the passage. I like to think of this passage as if it were a
dramatic recitativo (the similar section before the Presto can be treated in the same way but here
it is more final). The opening, quiet Allegretto theme returns, but this time finishes very
confidently and positively in B flat Major, holding a top B flat in the closing bar to die away a
niente.
As John France comments in his blog British Classical Music: The land of lost content: “The
general impression is that this piece is a microcosm of Arnold’s musical achievement. It is well
constructed, shapely, tuneful and interesting. The technical demands on the player are
considerable, but do not detract from the listener’s enjoyment of this work” (10).
It is clear that the Fantasy is different to the earlier, well known works by Malcolm Arnold for oboe,
in that it is more technically challenging (and possibly a little daunting for some students as there
is no accompaniment), but the piece is a perfect choice for anyone who would like to stretch their
technique and, more importantly, their imagination.
Despite the fact that the Fantasy was originally written for a competition and could be classed as
a test piece, it is also a great piece of music in its own right and is a real delight to play and listen
to.
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